Introduction.
The objective of the present paper is to investigate the cohomology of certain irreducible (7 °-linearized sheaves Jz? on G°/P, G° being the identity component of a classical Lie supergroup and P being a parabolic subsupergroup. In particular we prove two mutually dependent conjectures of [12] . The first one asserted that under certain restriction on P in case G = P(m), see [12] , the single nonzero cohomology group of ^f is irreducible. Below we prove a more general result without any restriction on P. The second conjecture asserted an explicit character formula for a natural class of irreducible finite dimensional G°-modules and was a direct consequence of the first one. Both results have been known when P = B is a Borel subsupergroup. The investigation of the cohomology of G°IB in [12] (see also [13] , Chapter 4) was based on an essential generalization of Demazure's method of proving Botfs vanishing theorem, [2] . In particular, developing the notion of a simple « superreflection », a vanishing result extending Botfs (vanishing) theorem to (nr)i= To.
By definition GL(w+ne) is the general linear complex Lie supergroup of rank m + ns, OSP(m4-n£) is the orthosymplectic Lie supergroup (i.e. the Lie subsupergroup of GL(m+ne) leavmg invariant an even nondegenerate (super) symmetric bilinear form on C""^8; in this case necessarily n=2fe), Q(m) is the Lie subsupergroup of GL(m+ne) leaving invariant a n-symmetry (i.e. an odd automorphism y with y^id) of (^m+rns^ ^^ P(m) is the Lie subsupergroup of GL(m+me) leaving an odd nondegenerate (super)antisymmetric bilinear form on C'"^, [13] , [13 7 ]; gl(m+n£), osp(m+n£), q(m), p(m) denote respectively the Lie superalgebras of GL(m+ne), OSP(m+ns), Q(m), P(m) :
Throughout the whole paper G will denote one of the above listed Lie supergroups and g : = Lie G; specifying certain concrete series, we will write fo short just G = GL,OSP,etc., g = gl.osp, etc. By the very definition, G and g act on C m+ne (where m=n for 6'==^(m), P(m)), and C^" 6 will be called the standard representation respectively G and 9. A Borel subsupergroup (respectively subsuperalgebra) of G (respectively g) is the identity component of the stabilizer (respectively simply the stabilizer) of a Zrgraded flag of maximal length in the standard representation, which is supposed to be isotropic, see [13] , [13' ], or [7] , in case G = OSP, P(g = osp,p), and n-symmetric for G = Q (9 = q). Parabolic subsupergroups (subsuperalgebras) are identity components of stabilizers (simply stabilizers), of isotropic for (7= OSP, P and n-symmetric for G==Q, flags of arbitrary length in the standard representation. A Carton subsuperalgebra of g is the centralizer of a Cartan subalgebra of go. A Carton subsupergroup of G is a connected Lie subsupergroup H <=-^ G, such that Lie H is a Cartan subsuperalgebra of Q . For 9 T^ q it turns out that Cartan subsuperalgebras of 9 are simply Cartan subalgebras of go -> ^d for 9 
= q (m) if t) = t)o © I)i c: g is a Cartan subsuperalgebra, then I)o is a Cartan subalgebra of 90» dim t)i = (dim t)o) • e, ans t)o belongs to the centre of 1).
Fix now a Cartan subsuperalgebra 1) c: g. If F is any finite dimensional t)o-semisimple g-module, V = © F(; , set (each V^ is a ^-gTSided space and dim denotes here superdimension). Considering g itself as the adjoint module, put A:= suppg\{0}. A is the set of roots of g (with respect to I)), and for 9 ^ q each root spacê has dimension either 1 or 8. Therefore A = Ao u Ai, where Ao : = {^eA|dim^=^}; the elements of Ao are by definition the even roots of Q , and the elements of Ai -the odd roots of 9. For 9 = q each root space has dimension 1 + s. Assuming however that A = Ao u Ai, where Ao are two identical copies of the usual root system of typê ,,,_i, and considering Ao as even and Ai as the odd roots (assuming in this way dim ga=l for aeAo and dim 9a=c for cxeAi), we can unify this case with all other ones. Furthermore we set A := {oceAI-oc^A}, A := {aeA\A|^A,2a^A},Ao= AnAo.
A == 0 for 9 ^ p, and A = A for 9 7^ p, 9 7^ osp(m+ns) with m = 2J +1.
The Lie superalgebras gl(m+ne) and osp(m+n8) admit an invariant nondegenerate even (super)symmetric bilinear form. The form which it induces on I)*(==^?) will be denoted by ( , ).q(m) does not admit an eveti invariant nondegenerate form (in particular its Killing form, [3] , [13] , [13'] , is identically zero), however it admits a nondegenerate g-in variant pairing 9 x n^ -> C (or equivalently an odd nondegenerate 9-in variant bilinear form). The induced pairing ^ x n^ -^ C will be also denoted by ( , ) . It is easy to show that p(m) admits no invariant (even or odd) nondegenerate form.
The case g == q has one more essential peculiarity concerning roots. Each root oc defines here up to a constant a pseudoroot a as an element of nt)?\{0}, such that
for any he^ and any ^e(gji, where ^e(9a)o depends only g^. Denoting the set of pseudoroots by A, and fixing for each a a representative a e A, we obtain a well defined map
The weights of an arbitrary 9 considered are by definition the elements of ^. By C^ c: ^ we denote the chamber of all dominant (with respect to a fixed Borel subalgebra bo of go? ^o^o) weights, COHOMOLOGY OF G/P FOR LIE SUPERGROUPS 849 which are go, ..-integral, ^ c= 90 denoting the semisimple part of go. XeC 4 " iff the irreducible ^-module with highest weight ^ (with respect of bo) is of finite dimension. C + will denote the subset of C + consisting of all strictly dominant weights.
If aeAl, a weight % is ^-regular iff -(X.oO ^ 0 for 9 = gl, osp; -(X,a) ^ 0 for 9 = q. Furthermore 7 is typical iff ^ is a-regular for any a e A,, and \ is regular iff -(X,a) ^ 0 Vex e A for 9 = gl, osp; -X is typical and Oc,oc),ed ^ 0 VoceAo for 9 == g0.
The notions of oc-regularity, typicality, and regularity for 9 = p will be defined in 2.2.
Let us discuss briefly some basic properties of roots and Borel subsuperalgebras. Our considerations will concern actually also the corresponding Borel subsupergroups since Borel subsupergroups and subsuperalgebras are in 1-1 correspondence. Throughout the whole paper we will assume automatically that all Borel or parabolic subsuperalgebras considered contain ^. for X, net)?. Note also that b is determined uniquely not only by A^b), but also by the set of its simple roots (as usual, aeA^b) is a simple root of b if an equality a = P + y with (i, y e A + (b) is impossible).
Below we will need the following « superanalogues » of the half sum of positive roots in the usual case. By definition 1 . Furthermore the above sequence is determined by the corresponding sequence of roots (2) &i,a2, ... ,&k-i where a.eAnb^1), a^A^) (iffa^A, -a, e A^)); (it is easy to show that if g=p and one has an inclusion b c: b 7 , then bo = bo and A^(b') = A^(b) u {a} for some odd root aeA).
Highest weight modules and their central characters.
Let b <= g be a fixed Borel subsuperalgebra of g. We have an isomorphism b ^ I) © n, I) being a Cartan subsuperalgebra and n being a nilpotent subsuperalgebra. One shows straightforwardly that n acts trivially on any finite dimensional irreducible b-module, and thus, as in the usual case of Lie algebras, the above isomorphism induces a 1-1 correspondence between irreducible b-modules of finite dimension and irreducible t)-modules of finite dimension. In this way (since for Q^q l)=l)o is a Cartan subalgebra of go) for 9 7^ ^ an irreducible b-module is just 1-or s-dimensional and is determined up to isomorphism by the weight, by which I)o acts on it, and by its dimension. Such a b-module will be denoted below by A- 5 , where^ e t)? and 8 e Z2(dim X, 5 = s 5 ). It turns out moreover that the same notation makes sense also for irreducible b-modules for 9 = q. These modules are discussed in detail in [11] and [13] , [13'] , and the important point is that I)o acts on each such module by a unique weight and that the module is determined up to I! by this weight. However in the case 9 = q(m) dim ^ § = k + fcc, where k depends on m and ^; for a generic Xe^ k = 2 [(m-l)/2] , [13] , [13-] .
Let now V^5) be by definition the irreducible g-module, such that s is its b-submodule. In other words X 6 is the highest weight space of Vb(^5) with respect to b. Vb(^5) is not necessarily finite dimensional, but any irreducible g-module of finite dimension is isomorphic to V^5) for some ^5. V^5) is G °-integrable, where G° denotes the identity component of G, iff dim V^ (X 5 ) < oo and ^5 is 2?-integrable. Furthermore it is essential to note that the inclusion X e C + , or equivalently the finite dimensionality of the irreducible bo-module with highest weight ( with respect to bo), is (necessary but) not sufficient for the finite dimensionality of Vi, (^s) for an arbitrary b. The proof see in [10] (some earlier references, are [14] and [6] ).
Denote now by 6^ the (super)central character of ^(^ §). As it is shown for instance in [13] , [131, this notation 'is well defined, i.e. G^ depends only on X.+ p^, (for a fixed I)). 
has been proven by V. Kac in 1977 for 9 = gl, osp, [4] , [5] , and later respectively by D. Leites for 9 = p and by the first author for g = <?, [11] . There have been several attempts to generalize (3) (in particular [I] , [8] , [9] , [15] , [16] , [17] ) to the case of an arbitrary finite dimensional g-module, but although certain effects are already known (see [13] for a description of the situation), this is still a challenge. In § 2 we extend (4) to a natural class of atypical modules, which are «typical modulo a parabolic subsuperalgebra ».
A final remark concerning central characters of g-modules is that if
is an exact sequence of g-modules, and E' and E" admit central characters ff and Q", then 9' 9^ 9" implies the splitting of (4) (i.e. in particular the existence of an isomorphism E ^ E'@E"). The proof is almost obvious, see [13] , [13'] . A consequence we need is, that is V is a finite dimensional indecomposable g-module, then the central characters of all its irreducible composition factors coincide.
Super geometric preliminaries.
We fix the supergeometric objects with which we deal below. For more details consult [13] , [12] , and [7] . If G is any of the Lie supergroups considered in the present paper (G'° is the identity component of 6') and P <->. (7° is a parabolic subuspergroup, the universal categorical quotient (in the category or superschemes) G°/P exists and is a connected (complex algebraic) supermanifold. This follows from Manin's construc-tion of the super-manifolds of G-flags, [7] , because one shows immediately that the supermanifold of G-flags (i.e. of isotropic flags in case G = OSP, P, and of n-symmetric flags in case G = Q, see [13] or [7] ) in the standard representation of type equal to the type of the P-invariant G-flag is nothing but G°/P. Iff P = B, i.e. iff P is a Borel subsupergroup, G°/P = G°/B is a supermanifold of G-flags of maximal length.
When P' runs over all parabolic subsupergroups of G G°/P' form a finite oriented graph with vertices G°/P' themselves and edges -all submersions G°IP' -> G°/P" induced by inclusions P' c_^ P" c_^ G . 
i.e. it has m + 1 «levels» parametrized by the height of the Borel subsupergroup, all «levels» are fully disjoint subgraphs, «levels» 0 and m consist each of one homogeneous superspace (the Borel subsupergroups B, and B^ are described explicitly in 2.2.), and any two neighbouring «levels » are connected by at least one edge.
Fix now P (-, G and let v-be a finite dimensional P-module. Then one defines as usual (see [13] , Chapter 3) the induced G °-linearized fi^o/p-module !>. (The geometrical fiber of ^ at the geometrical point PG(G°/-P)red is nothing but the P-module ^ itself.) In particular for any integral weight T| , such that the ^-module structure on r| 5 extends 856 I. PENKOV AND V. SERGANOVA to a P-module structure, r^ is a well defined G ^linearized (P GO ip-module of rank equal rk r^. An explicit description of f^ in ternm of the tautological flag on G°/P see in [13] or [12] . It is also essential to note that one can extend the definition of fp to the case of a go,ssintegral weight (go,ss being the semisimple part of go)? suc^ ^^ â dmits a Lie P = p-module structure, [13] , [12] . In the latter case rf in only a g-linearized ^o/p-module. Now we will introduce another parametrization of the sheaves rf, which will be used below. Define first for any go ,ss-integral weight T| and any Borel subsuperalgebra beg the c^o ss^tegr^l weight r^(b) in the following way. Consider the Borel subsuperalgebra w^(b), wherê m ^ ^o is the element of maximal length, and connect it with b 0^ by a chain of odd reflections and inclusions (this is possible since AoOUW-Ao^^-AoCb), 1.1; note also for G=Q simply w^b)^0 11 !). Let this chain be 
where by definition w'^+p^eC'^ and 5(w), 5(w / )eZ2.
The theorem is proved in detail in [13] , (and in [12] Therefore Proposition 1 implies that for 9 ^ p (and again for a generic X of Cp') ch Fb^5) = (chim©^) ^ expression (6), because in this case A = 0 and (6) is nothing but the right hand side of (5) . It turns out however that the latter inequality is valid also for 9 = p, and in the subsequent section we prove that for a generic KeC^ this is an equality. 3 ) Unfortunately the result of [12] which concerns the case G = P needs a modification ; compare Theorem 2 in [12] with Theorem 4 below. Although we have given a separate formulation of Theorem 2 for G = P, it is clear that the claim for the case G = P is simply more general than the claim for G = GL, OSP, Q; indeed replacing in the claim for P 9 by gl, osp, or q, we obtain the corresponding statement just because A == 0 in each of these cases. Unfortunately we are not able to give a unified proof of both claims. The reason is that the technique of central characters of £/(g)-modules is well developed still only for 9 7^ p • But since, as we shall see below, p is in some sense simpler than osp or q, we are able to prove Theorem 2 for 9 === p not usiag a description of the centre of U (9) and of its characters. Therefore our plaa of proof is the following: first, using the results of 1.2, we will establish Theorem 2 for G ^ P, and then we will present a longer but mry explicit proof for G = P.
Proof of Theorem 2.
A: G = GL, OSP, Q.
Step Al. Assume w = id. Then by, = b and one has the injection ©s^ ^b^5) ^ r^o^5)). We claim now that in this case €)" is an isomorphism for a generic X of ^, i.e. for ^ belonging to a Zariskiopen set in ^. Indeed, if V^) c-^ cokerQ^, then
because the considerations of 1.3 imply that r\(90° ipQ^)) has a
Qo-module filtration with irreducible composition factors of the form
(the latter equality follows from Bott's theorem, [2] ), and therefore (7) is satisfied for the weight of any b^-singular vector in r(^G°/p(^5)) • Moreover by Proposition 1, a) r^0/?^-5 )) ls indecomposable, the central characters of all its irreducible composition factors coincide, 1.2, and thus
Now we will show that, for a generic ^ of ^, (8) together with (7) implies ^ = X, i.e. coker ©5, = 0. A precise assumption on X, under which this is true, is classical Lie superalgebra, defined by the requirements : 0) bfep)* ^ t)*/{linear envelope of A(p) for 9 = gl, osp and of A(p)©{a|aeA(p)} for 9= q};
(ii) A(g?) is the image of A in t)(9p)?.
Denote now by r}' the image of r(et)? in l)(9p)?. Then (9) implies that the characters of ZU(Q > Q^i^^ and QW^^V coincide. Next we note that (10) is equivalent to
But (10) implies now that Q^i^^Y is a typical character of Z^g ), i.e. that Q^i^^Y o HC^ admits a unique extension to a character' OKSp)^9^)-Therefore applying Lemma 2 in 1.2 to gp, we obtain (11) VbY-W, since (^z^+pbop)' and (^(b)+pi,°py are both dominant with respect to the image of b^ in g?. Furthermore (11) and (7) give immediatelŷ z(^) = Sz^)? or equivalently X, = ^, which is a contradiction. In this way coker ©^ = 0 and ©^ is an isomorphism in the situation considered.
Step Al. Let now \ be a generic element of ^. Then if -w(^(b)-po) e C + , H^^caipQ^)) is the unique nonzero cohomology group of ^G°/p(^5) and
The essential point is to note now that ueCp' (where u/(b )=u;) and (9G°ip^(y^) is a 9-linearized sheaf on G°/P^ with This observation proves the claim of the Theorem since one checks immediately that in the case considered ch H^^^p^)) = ch r^o^Oi-)) for a certain xeZz, and an irreducible g-module is determined up to isomorphism (or up to II for G=Q) by its formal character. It remains to note only that for G = Q the condition (X,a)red ^ 0 for Xel)p*, aeAi(b)p, implies ^'(^/p^5)) == 0 Vj + ;(w) and moreover also H'^G^ipwW) =0, Vi > 0. This can be checked straighforwardly and we leave the details to the reader. Since furthermore condition (9) is sufficient for establishing (13), our claim is proved also for G = Q.
The case G = P.
Before turning to the proof for the remaining series G = P, we will study in more detail the structure of 9 = p. The crucial property needed below is that 9 admits a Z-gradation of the form 9 = Q(_^ @ g^) © 9(i), where 9(o) == 9o and fed), 9(i)] ^ fe(-i), 9(-i)] = 0. Indeed, in matrix form 9 = p(m) can be represented as the set of (m+m) x (m+m) block matrices
A B
A == C D with (usual supercommutator, see [3] , [5] , or [13] , [13'] , and) D = -AB^-B^ C=C\ and setting 9^ = {A e 9 A=D=B=0}, 9(-D = {A eg A= : D=C=0}, one checks immediately that we obtain a Z-gradation of 9 with the desired properties. (A Z-gradation with the same properties admit also cj=gl(m+n£) and § = osp (2 + Iks). Even more in the latter cases the situation is simpler because dimcj(_i) = dim 9(i), while for the above introduced Z-gradation of 9 = p(m) dim 9(i) -dim9(-i) = m-8. (The effect is due of course to the fact that A=0 for gl(m+n8), osp (2+2faQ, but A^0 for 9=p). The approach applied below to 9 == p can be applied also in a very similar and essentially simpler manner also to gl (m + nc), osp (2 + 2/cs). This leads to an alternative proof of Theorem 2 for gl (m + ns) and osp(2+2te), which is more direct in the sense that it does not use a description of the centre of the enveloping algebra).
Choosing furthermore I) = t)o c= 9 to be the sub(super)algebra of diagonal matrices, introducing standard coordinates ^^ in t)* (as in [13] If X e C + , we define the subsequence of Qc, b^-marked roots of (14) as the maximal subsequence Pi, ... , |3, of (14) , for which Step 51 : Let w = id and B == ^(b=bj. Using a different argument, we will show that ©" is an isomorphism for a generic ^e^ also in this situation. Proo/. -By Proposition 1, c) 7r(^°/p(^)) = 0 for i > 0 implies that ch r(^<>/p(^5)) equals to the right hand side of (5) . Furthermore if 9^p, Theorem 4 gives r(^°/p(^)) = ^6) for a generiĉ eCp^ and (since the condition ^(^G 0 /?^5))^ for f>0 is also an open condition on KeC^) we obtain in this way that (for a generiĉ eCp^chF^5) is given by the right hand side of (5) . (According to Theorem 4, for Q=q the condition (^,a)red^0^(?i,a) Va e Ai(b)p, together with ^eCp^ implies r(^°/p(^))^ ^b(^8), ^^l(^G O /p(^5))=0 for i>0, and therefore it is also sufficient for the equality ch ^b(^)= right hand side of (5)). But for 9 ^ p A = 0 and, according to the remark at the end of §1, the right hand side of (5) is equal to the right hand side of (6), i.e. to the right hand of (18). This proves our claim for 9 ^ p. If now 9 = p, the above argument remains valid in the special case when bd c: p. However in Step B2 of the proof of Theorem 4 we have already generalized practically the same argument to an arbitrary pair b c: p. Indeed the inequality Step B2 together with Proposition 1, the result of Step B2, and the remark at the end of § 1 imply the claim of Corollary 2 also for 9 = P D
